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GENERAL 

A new multi-family project is proposed for the former I-Drive Grand 
Resort at 7050 S. Kirkman Rd in Orlando. The proposed building is 5 stories 
above grade with a 5 story/6 level parking garage. The site was previously used 
as a hotel, and is bounded by the Quality Inn Orlando-Near Universal Blvd 
building to the north, Hampton Inn Orlando near Universal Blvd to the south, 
Universal’s Endless Summer resort to the west and S Kirkman Rd to the east. 
The site itself is set in from Kirkman by a retail parcel that is owned and will be 
developed by another entity unrelated to this project, however the access to 
the building is oriented to encourage a mixed-use feel between the residential 
and retail outparcel. The project has a pool courtyard with southern exposure. 
The program consists of approx. 12,000 sf of amenities and building support at 
the ground level, 325 for rent residential units, and 542 parking spaces primarily 
in an integrated structured garage, with 13 of the space accommodated as 
surface parking at the eastern side of the ground level. A ground floor plaza at 
the entrance to the leasing and amenities at the southeast corner will be a 
finished landscape/hardscaped paved area serving the residential and adjacent 
retail parcel. 

The project has made site planning application to the City of Orlando 
and master plan approval process through the Municipal Planning Board.  
 
 
PREVIOUS CITY STAFF MEETING SUMMARY 

Several meetings with City staff prior to submittal were conducted. 
Primary areas of discussion involved the multiple ownership entities of the 
parcels. The multi-family piece of this subject property controlled by Camden 
is inset/landlocked within the broader property, with the landowner retaining 
ownership and control of the retail outparcel at Kirkman and three existing 
hotel buildings which are slated for renovation (and extend to Precision Dr at 
the south). Access to the multifamily piece are through two easements that 
encompass half of the access roadways (one bounding the existing Dunkin 
Donuts parcel and utilizing the existing curb cut at Kirkman and the other at 
the southeast corner connecting into the existing access point for the 
Hampton Inn property to the south.  
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Efforts were made to create a more pedestrian focused streetscape 
and arrangement internal to the site, with parallel parking and sidewalk 
connections throughout. The Civil Framework Master Plan & Aerial (Civil 
sheet 3 of 7) references the overall site, including the South parcel that 
extends to Precision Drive (under a separate Owner).  

Overall access around the multifamily building was also reviewed with 
Fire, showing an access road looping around the north and west sides of the 
property, providing full access to the perimeter of the building. 
 
 


